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WARM YOU UP
QUICKLY
Ceramic heaters are among the most efficient heaters on the market. The heating element is
made of a semi-conducting material and ensures safe, efficient and quick heating of premises.
The dust filter cleans the air when it enters the appliance, contributing to a cleaner atmosphere
and higher quality of living. Thanks to its modern design and just the right size, you can place
it anywhere and enhance the appearance of your home or business premises. The use is
completely safe, as the heater turns off in case it tips over due to the safety cut-off switch. Its
operation is simple either with a remote control or the electronic control unit, and the settings
are visible on the easy-to-read LCD display.

TEMPERATURE OF
YOUR CHOICE

TIP-OVER
PROTECTION

OVERHEAT
PROTECTION

Set your desired temperature
to 5-35 °C.

Automatic shutdown if the
heater is tipped over.

Protecting electronic parts
against damage as a
consequence of excess heat.

CERAMIC HEATER & HUMIDIFIER
HH 2000L

HUMIDIFIER

2 in 1 for better air quality
In addition to heating, the heater also enables air humidification
to further improve the quality of living. The humidifier features a
1.6-litre tank and it triggers the production of anions that make you
feel relaxed and invigorated. Using a humidifier will take care of
well-being at your home or in your office.

AUTO SWING

TIMER

Spreading the heat wider

Time delay of operation

Left and right auto swing enables spreading
the heat more widely and evenly. In this way
you will be able to more fully enjoy in the
cosiness of your living space and enhance
your quality of living.

The heater has a 12-hour time delay
function, so you can easily heat the space
to your ideal temperature even before you
come home.

Digital temperature control 5 – 35°C

LED DISPLAY

ECO FUNCTION

Modern design and easy operation

Saving the energy

LED display allows easy and clear-cut
operation of the heater. It also gives an
elegant look and feel to your space.

Auto swing

ECO function automatically maintains a
temperature of your choice and its silent
operation ensures perfect comfort. Constant
temperature also means energy savings.

Dust filter

CERAMIC HEATER
HW 2500L

WI-FI CONTROL
Connected and warm

Connect your heater to your home Wi-Fi network and
easily operate it with the LianHeater app that you can
download to your smart device. You can monitor and
change the heater settings when you are at work, on
the road or even on vacation.

SILENT OPERATION

TIMER

No disturbance in your space

Time delay of operation

The construction of the heater allows silent
operation, so you can enjoy warm moments
without disturbance.

ECO FUNCTION
Saving the energy
ECO function automatically maintains a
temperature of your choice and its silent
operation ensures perfect comfort. Constant
temperature also means energy savings.

Remote control

The heater has a 12-hour time delay
function, so you can easily heat the space
to your ideal temperature even before you
come home.

TEMPERATURE
OF YOUR CHOICE

Digital temperature control 5 – 35°C

Choose between 5–35 °C
Set your desired temperature in the range
between 5 and 35 °C and enjoy in your own
rhythm and desired atmosphere. You can
easily switch between settings and manage
the temperature to suit your feeling.

LED DISPLAY
Modern design and easy operation
LED display allows easy and clear-cut
operation of the heater. It also gives an
elegant look and feel to your space.

Dust filter

CERAMIC HEATER
HF 2000L

FIRE IMITATION

Modern design for best comfort
A warm feeling of comfort and design. Suitable for your
living room, office or any place where you would like to
get the feeling of a warm fireplace. Imitation of fire keeps
you relaxed and provides an atmosphere of pure delight.

AUTO SWING

TIMER

Spreading the heat wider

Time delay of operation

Left and right auto swing allows spreading
the heat more widely and evenly. In this way
you will be able to fully enjoy the cosiness of
your living space and enhance your quality
of living.

The heater has a 24-hour time delay
function, so you can easily heat the space
to your ideal temperature even before you
come home.

Touch control

ECO FUNCTION

TIP-OVER PROTECTION

Saving the energy

Automatic turn off for best safety

ECO function automatically maintains a
temperature of your choice , while its silent
operation ensures perfect comfort. Constant
temperature also means energy savings.

Remote control

You don’t have to worry if the heater tips over.
Because of its tip-over protection function, it
will automatically turn off and provide safety
for your space.

LED DISPLAY
Modern design and easy operation
LED display allows easy and clear-cut
operation of the heater. It also gives an
elegant look and feel to your living space.

Auto swing

CERAMIC HEATER
HC 2200EM

HEATING OR VENTILATION
Taking care of cold and heat

Whatever the occasion or whatever the weather, the
ceramic heather will provide the best temperature. Three
heat and two fan settings will take care of ventilation
during hot days and heating during cold nights. All in the
best quality and elegant design.

AUTO SWING

TIMER

Spreading the heat wider

Time delay of operation

Left and right auto swing allows spreading
the heat more widely and evenly. In this way
you will be able to fully enjoy the cosiness of
your living space and enhance your quality
of living.

ECO FUNCTION
Saving the energy
ECO function automatically maintains a
temperature of your choice , while its silent
operation ensures perfect comfort. Constant
temperature also means energy savings.

Dust filter

The heater has a 24-hour time delay
function, so you can easily heat the space
to your ideal temperature even before you
come home.

OVERHEAT
PROTECTION

LED display

No consequences of excess heat
The heater is equipped with a built-in
overheat protection device that protects
the electronic parts against damage from
excess heat.

LED DISPLAY
Modern design and easy operation
LED display allows easy and clear-cut
operation of the heater. It also gives an
elegant look and feel to your living space.

Touch control

CERAMIC HEATER
HE 2500L

SUPER SILENT

No disturbance in your space
The construction of the heater allows
super silent operation, so you can enjoy
warm moments without disturbance.
Your home or office will be warm and
cosy without excessive noise.

Remote control

ULTRA-FAST HEATING
Warm in no time
Due to ceramic material, the electric heater
makes your space warm much faster. Large
surface of the heater makes sure the warming
happens ultra-fast and thus enables you to
enjoy the warmth of your space in no time.

ECO FUNCTION

TIMER

Saving the energy

Time delay of operation

ECO function automatically maintains a
temperature of your choice , while its silent
operation ensures perfect comfort. Constant
temperature also means energy savings.

The heater has a 12-hour time delay
function, so you can easily heat the space
to your ideal temperature even before you
come home.

LED DISPLAY

TIP-OVER PROTECTION

Modern design and easy operation

Automatic turn off for best safety

LED display allows easy and clear-cut
operation of the heater. It also gives an
elegant look and feel to your space.

LED display

You don’t have to worry if the heater tips over.
Because of its tip-over protection function, it
will automatically turn off and provide safety
for your space.

Clean design

TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS:

MODEL NAME

HH 2000L

HW 2500L

HF 2000L

HC 2200EM

HE 2500L

569542

569544

731898

731954

731899

1300 / 2000

1300/2500

1200 / 2000

2200

1500/2500

ECO function

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Digital control

Electronic

YES

YES

YES

YES

LED display

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

AutoSwing

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

Fan function

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Up to 12 hours

Up to 12 hours

Up to 24 hours

Up to 24 hours

Up to 12 hours

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Product code
Power (W)
MODE OF OPERATION

Timer
Remote control
Temperature range
Extra feature
Tip-over switch
Dust filter
Coverage area

5 - 35 °C

5 - 35 °C

15 - 35 °C

5 - 35 °C

5 - 35 °C

Humidifier

Wi-fi control

Fire imitation

3 heat & 2 fan settings

Ultra fast heating

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

Up to 25 m2

Up to 25 m2

Up to 20 m2

Up to 25 m2

Up to 25 m2

260 x 260 x 800

260 x 800 x 260

260 x 830 x 260

203 x 855 x 320

340 x 155 x 340

4,9

6,4

6,8

6,7

3,9

WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
Dimensions - WxLxH (mm)
Net weight (kg)
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